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CD-ROM Sale BreakdownCD-ROM Sale Breakdown
Retailer 44

National Distributor 15
Publisher 15

Affiliated Label 10
Cost of Discs 6

Returned Discs 5
Developer 3
Marketing 2
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CD-ROM Sale Breakdown

Retailer  44%
National Distributor   15%
Publisher  15%
Affiliated Label   10%
Cost of Discs  6%
Returned Discs  5%
Developer   3%
Marketing   2%



"A company with the best distribution strategy and the best service will win
all the marbles because you can't keep an advantage in other areas very long"

Lee Iacocca

It's not enough to have a great  Multimedia CD ROM title  today.
Some of the best products produced  to date have gathered dust in
publisher's warehouses for lack of a  distribution strategy and
implementation plan.

 The CD ROM title business  has become a "real" business in the past
year and a half. The model for success is based on the same model as
any other consumer product- you have GOT to have good
distribution.  Successful distribution begins with product planning
with all the factors of getting the product to market taken into
consideration. You cannot separate the product from it's target
market and the channels to reach that market.

One of the reasons that the fledgling CD ROM title business faltered in
the first few years is that developers of CD ROM titles were basing
their product building decisions on the old software model- " if you
build it, they will come."   Today, with over 4000 titles in the
consumer marketplace the competition for both shelf space and the
consumer dollar is  fierce. The new world order dictates that the title
must meet a number of criteria for success.  Many of those criteria
relate to the final distribution strategy  and must be addressed
before you embark on a CD ROM Title project.

The distribution chain consists of you- the developer;the publisher
you choose and the distributor who takes the product into the
marketplace. It is vital that you understand the roles of each link in
the chain because, as a developer, you must have a complete picture
of what is happening with your product at each stage of it's life cycle.

Here are the key questions to ask before planning a CD ROM product:

What are the roles of the developer, publisher and
distributor?



As a developer you are responsible for creating the concept for
the product, determining it's scope and  targeted audience. .The
developer will take the product from concept to golden master. A
developer is most like the author of a book who is responsible for the
"content". of a product The developer is expected to finance the cost
of production unless he has an agreement in advance with the
publisher who has an affiliate label program. In addition, the
publisher will expect you to provide marketing dollars to create
demand and "pull" strategies to attract the consumer.

The publisher takes the finished product from the developer,
presses the discs, designs and produces all inserts and packaging and
takes the product to a distributor. The publisher is also responsible
for handling co-op promotions with the distributor and creating
demand for the product through advertising and PR.  The publisher
bears the responsibility for all returns that come back from the
channel through the distributor.

The distributor takes the product from the publisher and
distributes it to the retailers. He purchases your product, warehouses
it, "pick, pack and ships" it to the retailers. The distributor also acts
as the  "banker/buffer" . between the publisher and the retailer. The
distributor bills the retailer and passes on the revenue to the
publisher less his various fees .  The distributor puts the "feet on the
street"  calling on retailers with new products and promos. They also
have a telemarketing team that takes orders from store buyers and
"pushes" the product into retail.

What channels are available for my product?

This is where a great deal has changed in the last year
.Beginning with Christmas 1994 season the picture shifted from a
small channel searching for product  to one of scarce shelf space for
an ever growing inventory of titles in the traditional channels and a
move horizontally to new channels of distribution

Information  from Fairfield Research shows that between the end of
1994 and June of 1995 the sales of CD ROM Titles have shifted away
from the traditional distribution outlets to what we call emerging or
alternative channels. ( see chart 1a)



Chart 1 A "Percentage of Title Sales" goes here
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For the record- the term "emerging" usually refers to RETAIL outlets
previously not tapped for CD ROM Title distribution and the term
"alternative" refers to sources of distribution beyond retail such as
direct mail, catalog, bundling  and on line sales and distribution. The
fact that many industry spokespeople use these terms
interchangeably  or as combined entities ,as in the Fairfield chart, can
lead to confusion.

"Emerging" retail channels for CD ROM titles have actually already
become common place over the past year  including:

• Bookstores - such as Borders and Barnes and Noble
• Music Stores- such as Virgin and Tower Records
• Video stores-Such as Blockbuster



• Media stores -such as Mediaplay and Learning Smith
• Mass Merchants - such as Walmart, Target and Kmart
• Discount stores - such as Costco and Price Club
• Department stores- such as Sears and Macy's
• Toy stores - such as Toys"R"Us and Kaybee's
• Office supply superstores- such as Office depot and Staples

"Alternative"  channels  have been characterized as:

• Direct Mail Campaigns- using your own catalog or your own 
or purchased customer  database

• Catalog sales - through third party catalogs
• Bundling - through HW manufacturers with pre-loaded or 

physical CD ROM inserts in new HW
• On-line selling through commercial  on-line sites or Web 

Pages

What kind of channel mix do I plan for? How does pricing
and packaging differ from one channel to the next?

Obviously you will have to decide what channels you want to address
based on the nature of your product and your resources.  The pricing
strategy you choose will also determine the best outlets. You most
certainly want to choose several avenues  and adjust the approach as
you reach the end of the product's life cycle. Price pressure may
drive retail averages lower by the time you read this.

- The traditional channels (Computer Stores, Software Only stores
and Electronics stores) are particularly good for games and
edutainment titles. Prices have dropped in these stores but will
remain higher than some of the Mass Merchants and Discounters.
Edutainment sells for the under $40.00 bracket and Games still sell
in the over $40.00 range up to $79.95 Packaging is the traditional
software box - with the box remaining the prime opportunity to
"sell" your product. Some product is shelved face front- but count on
putting your title info on all six sides.

- Bookstores are best suited for distribution of Education, Reference
and Edutainment titles as well as adult hobby and lifestyle titles
(gardening , cooking, travel). Prices originally remained in the high
range- but booksellers are now finding they need the product to
conform to their book prices and are reluctant to take product above
the $40.00 range. This is under pressure to go to $24.95 in the next



year. Bookstores like the thinner boxes- not oversized or
unconventional shapes. Needs to fit on existing shelves - either face
out or spine out.

-Music Stores are the choice for Music related CD ROMs and enhanced
CD products although they will expand to carrying many  more
entertainment  titles in time. Pricing will determine the mix of titles
in the Music channel. Music retailers are used to dealing with music
cds in the $15.00 to 30.00 range and will be reluctant to set prices
for enhanced CDs much higher. Music oriented CD ROM titles can
demand a slightly higher price- depending on the artist.  The music
industry is pushing for jewelcases for display to match their existing
stock and shelving.
-

-Video stores today offer more than video for rent. Most have
increasing video sales including laser discs and many have brought
in game cartridges for rent and for sale.  Some ,such as Blockbuster,
have branched into music distribution.  CD ROM titles have begun to
pop up for rent in many chains.  Blockbuster experimented with CD
ROM rentals and will likely roll it out nationwide in the future. CD
ROM sales have been enhanced in many cases by the ability to rent
(try before buying) - so video stores will no doubt have a section of
CD ROM titles for sale before long. Pricing is likely to follow the video
movie pattern. Recent titles will sell  $20.00 to $40.00 and "B" titles
will sell at lower prices.  Rentals will likely be in the $3.00 to $6.00
per night range. Blockbuster customers visit their location 15 times a
year on average - most Eggheads see the same customer only 4-5
times a year Packaging needs to conform to narrower shelving or
racks.

-Media Stores such as Media play and children's media and
educational toy stores such as Learning Smith, NoodleKidDoodle and
Zany Brainy offer a little more service and command a higher price
for goods.  Sales people are trained to assist buyers in choosing titles
and many have kiosks for demo and try-before -you -buy. Prices for
Edutainment titles remains higher at $39.95 to $59.95. The
traditional software packaging still prevails in most of the media
stores.

-Mass Merchants such as Walmart, Kmart and Target  buy from the
big distributors and buy in high volume. Software has become a



major item in these stores.  (Walmart was Microsoft's second biggest
customer for Win '95 at launch)  Eventually supermarkets and
drugstores will have racks of titles as well. Pricing is being squeezed
to the $24.95 price point. Many Mass Merchants and Discount stores
have big turns in product- if your product doesn't move in three
weeks it will be pulled. Packaging requirements tend to conform to
software standards today with a number of racks being introduced
by Softkey and others. Rack jobbers must have conformity since they
replace product in the same space each week.

-Discount stores, such as Sam's, Costco, The Price club and BJ's buy in
volume and offer "bins" of software and titles at relatively low price
points. They will take a limited amount of product  and will return
unsold goods rapidly to make way for bigger sellers. Pricing is all
over the block- but there is pressure to go to $19,95 with a number
of $9.95 titles  showing up. Many of the Discount stores- like Sam's
have their own packaging - you must let them repackage your goods.

-Department stores such as Sears and Macy's are selling Titles along
with computers and conform to the typical software packaging
standards. Pricing is on a par with the Computer and Software stores.
The titles tend to be Edutainment.

-Toy stores have become a huge outlet for children's Edutainment
tiles and games.  One distributor, New Media Express(a joint venture
with Davidson and Mattel)  has all but tied up the Toys R Us
distribution.  Toy stores tend to discount prices , but the   co-
existence with  game cartridges and game CDs tend to hold the higher
price bracket for CD ROM titles. Packaging tends to be the traditional
software box. Racks and bins will begin to show up in these stores-
packaging needs to be adjusted accordingly.

-Office Supply stores have had a 95% growth in software  sales in the
past year, including CD ROM titles. The product mix includes business
related topics and clip art in addition to the top selling games and
edutainment. Packaging  and display is presently about two thirds
software box display- face out and spine out and one third rack
display. Discount software bins are also prevalent. pricing remains in
a comparable range to the Computer and Software stores.

In choosing the proper channel for your product you need to take
into account that pricing, packaging and distribution partners will be
studied and implemented by your publisher. Nevertheless, before



you engage a publisher you need to plan your product to conform to
the price and packaging demands of your chosen channels. Keep in
mind that reaching a particular target market -such as 3 to 7 year
olds requires that you get into the channels where the mothers and
their children are likely to shop. Not the computer store- but more
likely the  children's media store, the video store ,the mass
merchants and the department stores. (More women than men
bought computers at Sears in 1995)

How and when do I use "alternative" channels of
distribution?

The alternative channel approach is the one you want to cultivate as
soon as possible. Whether it is your own direct mail campaign using
your database of existing customers or through third party catalogs
or on-line. Each of these channels will give you  better margins  than
the traditional retail approach.

The one exception is bundling. Bundling will only give you a fifty
cent to one dollar royalty (bundler does all pressing and packaging)
but it can be a great way to get visibility at the launch of a product
and to "unload" product near the end of it's life cycle. Make sure that
you have the opportunity to "preview" your other products on your
bundled title- you can capture new direct customers that way-
include an 800 number for inquiries.  Bundles with the major
computer manufacturers are difficult to get into. Find the right
contact and make sure they are continually aware of your products.

The other alternative distribution opportunities are likely to bring
you more predictable revenue than the retail outlets.

-Third Party Catalogs are a good way to get started in distributing
your product. Very few catalogers will turn down your ad - whereas
the competition to get product into the retail channel is very tough.
Catalogs will "sell" you an ad in their catalog in exchange for product.
The cataloger will purchase a specified amount of additional product
and send you the proceeds from the purchased product after it sells
through. The "free" product (in exchange for the ad) must sell first.
In some unhappy cases the "purchased" product will not sell and will
be returned to you.  You need to manage your catalog accounts
closely and make sure the third party is fulfilling all the orders it can
on your product.  In most cases, catalog sales can get you 50%
revenue on the product after the ad space is bought and paid for. The



Cataloger will take care of all shipping and processing of orders.
Catalogs are a good way to sell Mac oriented product as Mac owners
tend to buy by mail.

-On-line selling is a growing channel for distributing  your product-
especially if you have a number of titles to offer. You can sign up
with one of the current on-line CD ROM sellers or start your own
service on a commercial on-line services such as AOL.  Many CD ROM
developers and publishers have posted their own  Home page on the
World Wide Web.
The on-line connection will give you direct access to your customers
unlike retail or even catalog selling. You have an opportunity to build
a direct relationship with your customers for future sales.  In
addition you can start chat rooms for customers to take part in and
post links to other areas of interest on the Web.
You will need to set up an fulfillment capability to sell your products
yourself- however you can hire a fulfillment house to handle the job
when you get sufficient volume.
At this time on-line distribution of product- over the phone lines- is
not practical. However- some  smaller software products are  sold
this way today and titles will be download-able as the
communications bandwidth grows in the future.

-Direct Mail selling and distribution is where you want to be as soon
as possible.  Once you have built a list of customers you will want to
market to them again and again. A  direct relationship with your
customer allows you to sell at the highest margin and build customer
loyalty.
In order to build your mailing list always try to offer an incentive for
your customer to return the registration card that you pack in every
box that goes to retail or via catalog sales. Whether it is a T-shirt, a
coloring book, a game tips sheet or a poster- offer something to get
that name! Once you have built a direct mail list you will have a
steady stream of revenue from direct sales that is more reliable than
retail and provides higher margins.

The challenge today for developers is to find the right mix of
channels for CD ROM titles without sacrificing your product due to
pricing pressures and competition in getting into the marketplace.
Careful planning for products that are not too ambitious and
therefore can be sold through at lower price points will bring most
developers a satisfying return without sacrificing quality.



The right series of products at reasonable price points will always
find a home with a publisher and a distributor.  It then behooves the
developer to manage their relationships to get the most of the
channel and your investment of marketing dollars.
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